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1. Abstract
In an increasingly wireless world, the amount of energy radiated by RF sources such as
GPS, internet, and cellular service is also increasing. While this energy allows laptops, phones,
and other devices to communicate to one another, said devices are now always receiving
wireless signals. Microstrip patch antennas offer a cheap and low-profile solution for recycling
this wireless energy but lack the bandwidth to be readily useable. Bandwidth enhancement for
microstrip patch antennas often involves complex geometry. By simulating a simple,
rectangular patch antenna, and doing parametric analysis of its geometric and material
parameters, insight into bandwidth enhancement may be gained without the use of advanced
geometries while still using analytical processes for initial parameter values
2. Introduction
The world is becoming wireless. Since the widespread public use of Internet technology
and the development of affordable, portable technology such as smartphones and laptops,
wireless signals have become more prevalent in everyday life. As these devices become more
widespread, the amount of radio frequency (RF) energy propagating in the atmosphere will
increase. Because the portable devices of the twenty-first century are not always receiving RF
signals, there is ambient RF energy that may be recycled for low-power electronic energy
needs. Microstrip patch antennas offer an excellent means to wireless energy harvesting.
3. Overview
3.1 Purpose
The goal of this project is to increase the bandwidth of a microstrip patch antenna, designed
for use at GPS frequencies, such that the antenna can be used for wireless energy harvesting.
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3.2 Benefits
Recycling wireless energy will increase the efficiency and battery lifespan of low-power
electronic devices. Wireless energy harvesting is especially promising in medical applications
such as pacemakers and in rural electronics use. Devices such as pacemakers require regular,
invasive surgeries to replace their batteries; wireless energy harvesting could reduce or
eliminate the need for battery replacement in those types of procedures. In rural areas, finding
power for small electronics may be difficult for first responders or individuals; similarly,
wireless power can give longer lifetimes to batteries in devices that may not easily find a
replacement when the battery is depleted of energy.
4. Design Problem
To successfully provide wireless energy to low-power electronics, a microstrip patch
antenna must have a sufficiently large bandwidth to harvest a useable amount of power.
Bandwidth is a measure of the frequency spectrum a device has available to use without high
loss. Because RF signals are used by a wide variety of transmitters, increasing the bandwidth
of the receiver, the antenna in this case, will allow more power to be collected. The GPS band
located at 1.575 GHz was chosen for this project due to the widespread use of GPS signals.
5. Background
5.1 Microstrip Patch Antennas
A microstrip patch antenna fundamentally is two layers of conductive materially, one being
the ground plane and the other being the patch, separated by a dielectric substrate. Possible
feeding techniques for this antenna type include coaxial cables, feedlines, and parallel feeds
embedded in the substrate.
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Figure 5-1: Sample Antennas (Left-to-Right: Probe Feed, Line Feed, and Embedded Feed)

5.2 Microstrip Patch Antenna Performance
Microstrip patch antennas are an excellent choice for low-power electronics due to their
small, lightweight profile, low cost, ease of manufacturability, and ease of implementation into
low-power systems through printed circuit board technology. The challenge for an engineer is
increasing the intrinsically low bandwidth and efficiency of this type of antenna. Despite these
drawbacks, microstrip patch antennas are a popular choice for satellites and other systems
where the space available to an antenna is of high importance.
5.3 Possible Solutions
Bandwidth enhancement for microstrip patch antennas is typically accomplished by
altering the geometry of the patch itself. This is done by removing slots of material from the
patch and by increasing substrate thickness. Solutions that increase the manufacturing
complexity include corrugating the edges of the patch and creating an air gap between the
patch and substrate.
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5.4 Patent Review
A review of the current patents on related microstrip patch antenna design returned several
hundred results; however, the designs listed either outlined entire systems, including rectifier
circuits, or involved exotic geometry significantly more complex than a rectangular patch.
● Patent No. 9,385,430 - Broadband patch antenna:
○ “An antenna of the present invention includes: a first conductive patch
having a rectangular shape with corrugations on two opposing sides; and a
second conductive patch below said first conductive patch and connected to
a feeding point.”
●

Patent No. 7,999,744 - Wideband patch antenna
○ “A patch antenna has a ground plane and a planar antenna plate that are
parallel to and spaced from each other. A pair of planar feed plates have
feed edges electrically contacting a surface of the antenna plate to couple
electromagnetic energy into and/or out of the antenna plate.”

● Patent No. 7,119,746 - Wideband patch antenna with meandering strip feed
○ “There is described a patch antenna with a meandering strip feed. The
antenna comprises a patch spaced from a ground plane, with the patch being
substantially parallel with said ground plane, and a feed probe located
between the patch and the ground plane. The feed probe comprises at least
two portions parallel to the patch but spaced by different distances from the
patch.”
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Because the designs found in the patent search involve changes in the geometry far beyond
the theoretical framework for antenna design used in this project, there would not be any
conflicts if the antennas simulated in this project were manufactured.
5.5 Chosen Solution
To ensure the manufacturability of the design, a simple rectangular patch design was
chosen. Parametric studies of patch width, probe feed displacement, and permittivity were
undertaken to explore their effect on bandwidth alongside substrate thickness which already is
known to enhance bandwidth. This choice allows the design process to be guided by known
relationships that may break down for more complicated patch geometries.
6. Project Objectives
6.1 Objectives
•

Design of a baseline antenna in Matlab and HFSS with its bandwidth centered at
1.575 GHz (GPS band)

•

Independent parametric studies in HFSS of patch width, probe feed length, and
substrate thickness.

•

Analysis of changes in bandwidth as a function of each parameter.
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6.2 Constraints
Constraint Type

Constraint Description

Economic

Microstrip patch antennas are cheap to
manufacture. For this project, expenses are not
a limiting factor due to UAH providing free
software licenses to students.

Ethical and Legal

There are no ethical or legal issues applicable
to this design project because there is no
manufactured product being tested. FCC
guidelines for power output would need to be
adhered to if the designs were ever fabricated.

Health and Safety

Because there is not a physical antenna being
tested, and therefore no concerns over radiated
power, health and safety guidelines are limited
to those of the senior design lab.

Manufacturability

The chosen design is readably manufacturable
due to the simple geometry utilized.

Social Benefits

A microstrip patch antenna with sufficiently
high bandwidth will be able to increase the
operating lifespan of low-power electronics
such as pacemakers and instruments used by
first responders.

Sustainability

The lifetime of a microstrip patch antenna is
limited to the lifetime of the substrate.
Provided the electric field between the patch
and ground is sufficiently low, the lifespan of
the device will be long.

Time

Simulation processing time is limited by the
amount of RAM that HFSS has access to. For
a given iteration of parameters, HFSS takes 812 minutes per iteration. After the RAM
upgrade of the lab computers in November
2017, this time was reduced to 5-7 minutes per
iteration.
Table 6-2: Constraints
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6.3 Budget
A license for Ansys HFSS and Matlab was provided by UAH reducing the expenses
of this project to the printing of the poster and report.

Supplies

Cost

55-lb Heavy Bond Paper (24” x 36”)

$24.99 + tax

Foamcore Mounting

$20.00 + tax

Poster Total (OfficeMax)

$49.04

Printing Cost
Table 6-3: Budget

6.4 Work Breakdown Structure

Table 6-4: Work Breakdown Schedule

Where deadlines are marked in red, timeframes to work on a given task are marked in b
blue, and availability is marked in green.
6.5 Design Specifications
The design proposed by this project aims to achieve a bandwidth increase of at least
20% via the proposed parametric studies.
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7. Technical Approach
7.1 Theory
7.1.1 Transmission Line Model
The transmission-line model provides reasonable approximations for microstrip
patch antenna parameters. Although this model lacks the accuracy that more complicated
analysis can provide, it is the easiest method to use.
The calculation of parameters for a rectangular microstrip patch antenna goes
beyond simply choosing materials and an operating frequency. The sharp edges of the
patch result in a fringing electric field. This field effect results in effective parameters that
differ from the results one can measure from the device itself.

Figure 7-1-1: Electric Field Fringe Effect

Where L is the resonant length of the patch, ΔL is the length effectively added to the
resonant length by the fringing field, h is substrate thickness, and ϵr is relative permittivity.
The equations used in this model assume an infinite ground which contributes to the error
seen when comparing values calculated with this model compared to values calculated in
a finite elements solver. With this model in mind, the following parameters may be
approximated assuming W/h > 1 given resonant frequency in free space f0, relative
permittivity of the dielectric substrate ϵr, substrate thickness h, and the intrinsic impedance
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of free space η0 = 120π Ω. Figure 7-1-1 identifies the physically measurable parameters on
the microstrip patch antenna.

Figure 7-1-2: Baseline Patch Antenna with Parameters Identified

a) Width of the Conductive Patch

𝑊=

1
2𝑓0 √𝜇0 𝜖0

√

2
𝑐
2
√
=
𝜖𝑟 + 1 2𝑓0 𝜖𝑟 + 1

b) Effective Relative Permittivity of the Dielectric due to Field Fringe Effects

𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜖𝑟 + 1
=
+
2

𝜖𝑟 − 1
2
√1 + 10ℎ
𝑊

c) Length of the Conductive Patch:

𝐿 = 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 − 2Δ𝐿
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where Leff is the effective patch length,

𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝜆𝑑
2

λd is the wavelength in the dielectric substrate,

𝜆𝑑 =

𝜆0
√𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓

=

𝑐
𝑓0 √𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓

and ΔL is the effective length added to L

𝑊
(𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 0.3) ( + 0.264)
ℎ
Δ𝐿 = 0.412ℎ
𝑊
(𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓 − 0.258) ( + 0.8)
ℎ
d) Radiation Conductance at the Patch Edge:

(𝑘0 𝑊)2
1
𝐺𝐵 ≅
[
] [1.32 + 0.63 cos(0.77𝑘0 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 )]
(𝑘0 𝑊)2
3𝜋𝜂0
1−
60
where k0 is the wave number in free space

𝑘0 =

2𝜋 2𝜋𝑓0
=
𝜆0
𝑐

e) Length from the Patch Center to the Feed Location:

𝐿𝑓 =

𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 −1
sin (√2𝐺𝐵 𝑅0 )
𝜋

where R0 = 50 Ω is the input impedance of a coaxial probe which the antenna
must be matched to.
7.1.2 Cavity Model
Whereas the transmission-line model gives modest estimates for antenna
parameters, the cavity model allows for estimations of the far field radiation intensity of
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the antenna. This field approximation is accomplished by treating the antenna as a cavity,
and modeling its side as an array of aperture antennas. The resulting expressions are as
follows for the far field radiation intensity.

𝐸𝜃 = cos(𝜙) [cos(𝑋)

sin(𝑌)
]
𝑌

𝐸𝜙 = cos(𝜃) sin(𝜙) [cos(𝑋)

sin(𝑌)
]
𝑌

where

𝑋=

𝑘0 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑘0 𝑊
sin(𝜃) cos(𝜙) ; 𝑌 =
sin(𝜃) sin(𝜙)
2
2

7.2 Additional Considerations
In addition to the parameters calculated above, an empirical limit was placed on
substrate thickness. While increasing this parameter is shown to increase bandwidth, high
values of substrate thickness can create standing current waves on the patch, which
negatively impacts the performance and efficiency of the device.
ℎ<

0.3𝜆
2𝜋√𝜖𝑟

𝑚
3𝐸8 𝑠
𝑐
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝜆 = =
= 19.0476 𝑐𝑚
𝑓 1.575𝐸9 1
𝑠
∴ ℎ < 0.429 𝑐𝑚 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝜖𝑟 = 4.5 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ℎ < 0.596 𝑐𝑚 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝜖𝑟 = 2.3
8. Test Plan
8.1 Strategy
The core strategy of this project is to use the approximated values, calculated in
Matlab using the above theory, in Ansys HFSS (High-Frequency Structure Solver) which
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allows for the calculation of parameters with a truncated ground plane with more rigorous
mathematics.
Boundary conditions are critical to the successful completion of simulations in
HFSS. For the geometry defined in HFSS, there must be λ/4 distance between the boundary
and radiating structure for simulations to correctly handle the antenna’s radiating behavior.
Although antennas used for wireless energy harvesting will be configured to receive power,
thorough analysis examines the antenna as a transmitter as well as a receiver.

Figure 8-1: Baseline Antenna Design with Highlighted Radiation Boundary

8.2 Procedure
a) Calculate parameters in Matlab to approximate the HFSS results.
b) Draw the antenna geometry in HFSS.
•

Variable-driven for easy modification

c) Set excitations and boundary conditions in HFSS
•

Variable-driven for easy modification
14

d) Define the solution setup and sweep of frequencies
e) Analyze the current combination of variables
f) Modify variables in HFSS until the impedance of the antenna is match to 50 Ω
•

The iterative nature of this process is shown in Figure 8-2.

•

The antenna as defined up to this point is considered the “baseline”
antenna because it is the initial design and defines all variables that may or
may not change in parametric studies.

g) Save copies of the baseline antenna for each parametric design.
h) For each parametric study, define the sweep of parameters and run the simulation.
i) For each file, extract the following data:
•

2D and 3D radiation patterns

•

Return Loss (Reflection Coefficient) vs. Frequency

•

A Smith Chart

•

Surface Current Density on the Patch

•

Measure the -10 dB points on the Return Loss graphs for Bandwidth
Calculation

j) Process the bandwidth data in Matlab for clarity.
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Figure 8-2: Block Diagram of Project Flow

9. Results
9.1 Calculated Parameters
Baseline Design
Matlab
HFSS
0.15
0.15
4.5
4.5
5.74
5.74
4.45
4.373
0.60
0.752

Parameter
h (cm)
εr
W (cm)
L (cm)
lf (cm)

9.2 Graphical Results

Design Parameters
Improved Design 1
Matlab
HFSS
0.25
0.25
4.5
4.5
5.74
5.74
4.41
4.30
0.61
0.77

Improved Design 2
Matlab
HFSS
0.55
0.55
2.33
2.33
7.38
7.38
5.90
5.72
1.00
1.40

Table 9-1: Parameter Calculations

The following figures present data for each design listed in Table 9-1 as well as the
parametric simulations. Before viewing these graphs, an explanation of what they represent is
warranted.

Return loss shows the log-scaled reflection coefficient of the antenna vs. frequency.
An antenna’s reflection coefficient indicates what percentage of power will be reflected
instead of being received and used by the antenna.
Smith charts are a tool used to match the input impedance of the antenna to that of
the feed line, which in this case is a coaxial cable. Mathematically, resistive quantities are
16

real and reactive quantities (inductive and capacitive quantities) are imaginary. The marker
on each chart represents which input impedance the resonant frequency of 1.575 GHz is
matched to. The red line is a graph of input impedance versus frequency where the chart
itself is the complex plane of impedance: from the right, the gray circles indicate lines of
constant resistance and the gray curves indicate lines of constant reactance. By changing
the antenna’s parameter such that reactance approaches zero and normalized resistance
approaches one, the antenna is said to have matched impedance to the coaxial probe.
The 3D and 2D radiation plots give antenna engineers insight into where radiation
is being transmitted to or received from in a given direction. Note that for microstrip patch
antennas, radiation is symmetrical about the z-axis and primarily directed and received
along the z-axis. The 2D plots show the radiation patterns for values between -40 dB and 50 dB for the sake of illustrating the simulation. Values at and below -40 dB are typically
treated as zero in practice. Only particularly sensitive instrumentation can detect values
below that threshold reliably.
The surface current density plot illustrates the current density on the model of the
antenna, specifically on the conducting patch.
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Using the -10 dB points, the bandwidth of the baseline antenna is 1.5812 GHz – 1.5661 GHz = 15.1 MHz

Figure 9-2-1: Return Loss of the Baseline Antenna
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Figure 9-2-2: Smith Chart of the Baseline Antenna
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Figure 9-2-3: 3D Radiation Pattern of the Baseline Antenna
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Figure 9-2-4: Surface Current Density of the Baseline Antenna
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Figure 9-2-5: 2D Radiation Pattern of the Baseline Antenna
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As expected, bandwidth increases steadily with substrate thickness. Using the limits on substrate thickness describe in the
technical approach, potential issues with surface current density were likely avoided in the improved design. From the simulation, with
a constant permittivity, bandwidth increased by 80.73%.

Figure 9-2-6: Substrate Thickness Simulation Results
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Upon initial analysis of the patch width simulation, it appears that there is an increase in bandwidth, up to a maximum patch
width as shown above. However, the baseline value W = 5.74 cm is that maximum. Therefore, from this result, it is shown that for
values of W greater than or less than the baseline value, bandwidth degrades.

Figure 9-2-7: Patch Width Simulation Results
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Similarly to the patch width simulation, the probe feed length simulation appears to show a large percent increase in bandwidth.
Unlike with patch width, there is a measurable increase in bandwidth as lf increases from 0.752 cm to 0.9 cm. This results in a bandwidth
increase of approximately 2.5 MHz, a 20% increase.

Figure 9-2-8: Probe Feed Length Simulation Results

Using the -10 dB points, the bandwidth of the first improved design is 1.5856 - 1.5603 = 25.3 MHz

Figure 9-2-9: Return Loss of Improved Antenna 1 (ϵr = 4.5)
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Figure 9-2-10: Smith Chart of Improved Antenna 1 (ϵr = 4.5)
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Figure 9-2-11: 3D Radiation Pattern of Improved Antenna 1 (ϵr = 4.5)
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Figure 9-2-12: Surface Current Density Improved Antenna 1 (ϵr = 4.5)
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Figure 9-2-13: 2D Radiation Pattern of Improved Antenna 1 (ϵr = 4.5)
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Using the -10 dB points, the bandwidth of the second improved design is 1.6126 GHz - 1.5409 GHz = 71.7 MHz

Figure 9-2-14: Return Loss of Improved Antenna 2 (ϵr = 2.33)
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Figure 9-2-15: Smith Chart of Improved Antenna 2 (ϵr = 2.33)
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Figure 9-2-16: 3D Radiation Pattern of Improved Antenna 2 (ϵr = 2.33)
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Figure 9-2-17: Surface Current Density of Improved Antenna 2 (ϵr = 2.33)
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Figure 9-2-18: 2D Radiation Pattern of Improved Antenna 2 (ϵr = 2.
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10. Conclusions and Recommendations
With the insight of the parametric designs in mind, the first (same ϵr) and second (lower ϵr)
improved designs achieved bandwidth increases of 67.55% and 374.83% respectively. The
combination of increasing substrate thickness and reducing relative permittivity was predicted to
produce a large increase; therefore, the increase on the first design will be focused on. The
bandwidth increase produced was triple the planned upon increase of up to 20%. To verify this
result, more rigorous simulations of current density at the patch surface need to be undertaken to
ensure that the values for current density seen are not interfering with device operation. Perhaps
more importantly, investigation into the increase in received radiated power needs to be done.
While increasing bandwidth is an important hurdle for wireless energy harvesting, any design
needs to be checked to see if the increase in bandwidth is complemented with an increase in
received power. A larger bandwidth indicates more signals are being received; however, any losses
from a bandwidth-enhanced design may negate this effect. The future investigation of power
received and antenna efficiency is needed to validate these bandwidth-enhancement results.
While the baseline design was improved on, this project cannot claim to have produced the
“best” or “optimized” result for wireless energy harvesting. A key choice for this project was doing
parametric simulations with only one independent variable at a time. Adding layers of complexity
to the parametric studies will take more computational time to process; however, the results may
give more insight into design optimization. Multivariable parametric studies should vary more than
just substrate thickness, patch width, and probe feed distance in order to investigate other possible
relationships.
Another consideration may be the ground plane size or patch geometry. The ground plane
size was restricted to λ/2 by λ/2 for this project, which can reasonably fit in the palm of a hand but
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is not the best size for many applications. While decreasing relative permittivity increased
bandwidth, it also increased W and L. There appears to be a design tradeoff between beneficial
small relative permittivities for good radiation and producing a small patch.
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13. Appendix: Matlab Code
13.1: microstripPatchParams.m
function [W,L,L_e,deltaL,l_f,eps_reff,G_B] = microstripPatchParams(f_res,eps_r,R_0,h)
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% This function determines the resonant length and probe feed location
% based on input parameters and intermediate calculations
%
% Inputs:
% f_0 - the resonant frequency of the antenna in free space
% eps_r - the relative permittivity of the dielectric (substrate)
% R_0 - probe impedance
% h - the thickness of the dielectric
%
% Outputs:
% L - resonant length of the patch (physical length)
% W - patch width
% L_e - effective patch length (due to fringing fields)
% deltaL - added lenth on either side of the patch due to fringing
% l_f - distance from the center of the patch where the probe is feeded
% eps_reff - effective relative permittivity of the substrate ( < eps_r )
% G_B = radiation conductance
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% using center frequency, find needed parameters
mu_0 = 4*pi*10^-7; % H/m, permeability of free space
eps_0 = 8.854e-12; % F/m, permittivity of free space
c = 1/sqrt(mu_0*eps_0); % m/s, speed of light in free space
eta_0 = 120*pi; % intrinsic impedance of air
lambda = c/f_res; % wavelength
k_0 = 2*pi/lambda; % wave number of the antenna (free space)
% calculate the patch width based on eps_r of the substrate and f_res
W = (c/(2*f_res))*sqrt(2/(eps_r+1));
% calculate effective relative permittivity
eps_reff = (eps_r + 1)/2 + ((eps_r - 1)*(1 + 10*h/W)^-0.5)/2;
% calculate deltaL to find resonant length (L = Le - 2*deltaL)
deltaL = 0.412*h*(eps_reff + 0.3)*((W/h) + 0.264)/((eps_reff - 0.258)*((W/h) + 0.8));
% effective length
L_e = lambda/(2*sqrt(eps_reff));
% calculate resonant length
L = L_e - 2*deltaL;
% radiation conductance at patch edge
G_B = (1/(3*pi*eta_0))*((k_0*W)^2/(1-(k_0*W)^2/60))*(1.32 + 0.68*cos(0.77*k_0*L_e));
% probe feed displacement
l_f = abs((L_e/pi)*(asin(2*G_B*R_0))^(1/2));
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end

13.2: Etheta.m
function E_dB_theta = Etheta(W,f_res,eps_reff,phi,stepTheta)
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% Calculate the electric field intensity (far-field, normalized) in the
% theta direction where theta sweeps along the zy-plane.
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% speed of light in free space
c = 299792358; % m/s
% wavelength in free space
lambda = c/f_res;
% wavelength in the dielectric
lambda_d = lambda/sqrt(eps_reff);
% free space wave number
k_0 = 2*pi/lambda;
% patch length
L_e = lambda_d/2;
% create theta vector with given step size
theta = -pi:stepTheta*pi/180:pi;
% preallocate
E_theta = zeros(1,numel(theta));
E_dB_theta = zeros(1,numel(theta));
for thetaCount = 1:numel(theta)
X = (k_0*L_e/2)*sin(theta(thetaCount)).*cos(phi);
Y = (k_0*W/2)*sin(theta(thetaCount)).*sin(phi);
% electric field in the theta direction
E_theta(thetaCount) = abs(cos(phi).*(cos(X).*sinc(Y)));
% electric field in decibels
E_dB_theta(thetaCount) = 20.*log10(E_theta(thetaCount));
end
end

13.3: Ephi.m
function E_dB_phi = Ephi(W,f_res,eps_reff,phi,stepTheta)
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% Calculate the electric field intensity (far-field, normalized) in the
% phi direction where phi = 0 is the x-axis and phi sweeps around the
% z-axis (towards the +y-axis initially)
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% speed of light in free space
c = 299792358; % m/s
% wavelength in free space
lambda = c/f_res;
% wavelength in the dielectric
lambda_d = lambda/sqrt(eps_reff);
% free space wave number
k_0 = 2*pi/lambda;
% effective patch length
L_e = lambda_d/2;
% create theta vector with given step size
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theta = -pi:stepTheta*pi/180:pi;
% preallocate
E_phi = zeros(1,numel(theta));
E_dB_phi = zeros(1,numel(theta));
for thetaCount = 1:numel(theta)
X = (k_0*L_e/2)*sin(theta(thetaCount)).*cos(phi);
Y = (k_0*W/2)*sin(theta(thetaCount)).*sin(phi);
% electric field in the phi direction
E_phi(thetaCount) = abs(cos(theta(thetaCount)).*sin(phi).*(cos(X).*sinc(Y)));
% electric field in decibels
E_dB_phi(thetaCount) = 20.*log10(E_phi(thetaCount));
end
end

13.4: radiationIntensityAll.m
% plots 2D radiation intensity for sweeps of theta and values of phi.
% Note: HFSS defines theta as a sweep along the xz-plane whereas theta is
% defined as a sweep along the yz-plane in Matlab. Both sweep from positive
% z to negative z; however, this slight variation in definition is
% reflected in the plotted results below.
stepTheta = 0.05; % deg
% baseline
% ideal
f_res = 1.575e9; eps_r = 4.5; R_0 = 50; h = 0.0015;
[W,~,~,~,~,~,~] = microstripPatchParams(f_res,eps_r,R_0,h);
% E-theta
E_dB_theta0 = Etheta(W,f_res,eps_r,0,stepTheta);
E_dB_theta90 = Etheta(W,f_res,eps_r,90,stepTheta);
% E-phi
% E_dB_phi0 = Ephi(W,f_res,eps_r,0,stepTheta); % at -inf for all
E_dB_phi90 = Ephi(W,f_res,eps_r,90,stepTheta);
% hfss
GPP0_HFSS = csvread('GainPhiPhi0.csv',2,0);
GPP0_HFSS_t = GPP0_HFSS(:,1);
GPP0_HFSS_mag = GPP0_HFSS(:,2);
GPP90_HFSS = csvread('GainPhiPhi90.csv',2,0);
GPP90_HFSS_t = GPP90_HFSS(:,1);
GPP90_HFSS_mag = GPP90_HFSS(:,2);
GTP0_HFSS = csvread('GainThetaPhi0.csv',2,0);
GTP0_HFSS_t = GTP0_HFSS(:,1);
GTP0_HFSS_mag = GTP0_HFSS(:,2);
GTP90_HFSS = csvread('GainThetaPhi90.csv',2,0);
GTP90_HFSS_t = GTP90_HFSS(:,1);
GTP90_HFSS_mag = GTP90_HFSS(:,2);
% plot
Theta = -180:stepTheta:180; % deg
figure;
plot(Theta,E_dB_theta0,Theta,E_dB_theta90,Theta,E_dB_phi90,...
GPP0_HFSS_t,GPP0_HFSS_mag,GPP90_HFSS_t,GPP90_HFSS_mag,...
GTP0_HFSS_t,GTP0_HFSS_mag,GTP90_HFSS_t,GTP90_HFSS_mag)
xlabel('Theta (degrees)'); ylabel('Radiation Intensity (dB)');
title('Radiation Intensity of the Baseline Antenna');
legend('Matlab E_\theta(\phi = 0\circ)','Matlab E_\theta(\phi = 90\circ)','Matlab E_\phi (\phi = 90\circ)',...
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'HFSS E_\theta(\phi = 0\circ)','HFSS E_\theta(\phi = 90\circ)','HFSS E_\phi(\phi = 0\circ)','HFSS E_\phi(\phi =
90\circ)',...
'Location','eastoutside')
axis([0 180 -50 10]);
% improved (4.5)
% ideal
f_res = 1.575e9; eps_r = 4.5; R_0 = 50; h = 0.0025;
[W,~,~,~,~,~,~] = microstripPatchParams(f_res,eps_r,R_0,h);
% E-theta
E_dB_theta0 = Etheta(W,f_res,eps_r,0,stepTheta);
E_dB_theta90 = Etheta(W,f_res,eps_r,90,stepTheta);
% E-phi
% E_dB_phi0 = Ephi(W,f_res,eps_r,0,stepTheta);
E_dB_phi90 = Ephi(W,f_res,eps_r,90,stepTheta);
% hfss
GPP0_HFSSi = csvread('GainPhiPhi0_i.csv',2,0);
GPP0_HFSSi_t = GPP0_HFSSi(:,1);
GPP0_HFSSi_mag = GPP0_HFSSi(:,2);
GPP90_HFSSi = csvread('GainPhiPhi90_i.csv',2,0);
GPP90_HFSSi_t = GPP90_HFSSi(:,1);
GPP90_HFSSi_mag = GPP90_HFSSi(:,2);
GTP0_HFSSi = csvread('GainThetaPhi0_i.csv',2,0);
GTP0_HFSSi_t = GTP0_HFSSi(:,1);
GTP0_HFSSi_mag = GTP0_HFSSi(:,2);
GTP90_HFSSi = csvread('GainThetaPhi90_i.csv',2,0);
GTP90_HFSSi_t = GTP90_HFSSi(:,1);
GTP90_HFSSi_mag = GTP90_HFSSi(:,2);
% plot
figure;
plot(Theta,E_dB_theta0,Theta,E_dB_theta90,Theta,E_dB_phi90,...
GPP0_HFSSi_t,GPP0_HFSSi_mag,GPP90_HFSSi_t,GPP90_HFSSi_mag,...
GTP0_HFSSi_t,GTP0_HFSSi_mag,GTP90_HFSSi_t,GTP90_HFSSi_mag)
xlabel('Theta (degrees)'); ylabel('Radiation Intensity (dB)');
legend('Matlab E_\theta(\phi = 0\circ)','Matlab E_\theta(\phi = 90\circ)','Matlab E_\phi (\phi = 90\circ)',...
'HFSS E_\theta(\phi = 0\circ)','HFSS E_\theta(\phi = 90\circ)','HFSS E_\phi(\phi = 0\circ)','HFSS E_\phi(\phi =
90\circ)',...
'Location','eastoutside')
title('Radiation Intensity of the Improved Antenna (\epsilon_r = 4.5)');
axis([0 180 -50 10]);
% improved (2.33)
% ideal
f_res = 1.575e9; eps_r = 2.33; R_0 = 50; h = 0.0055;
[W,~,~,~,~,~,~] = microstripPatchParams(f_res,eps_r,R_0,h);
% E-theta
E_dB_theta0 = Etheta(W,f_res,eps_r,0,stepTheta);
E_dB_theta90 = Etheta(W,f_res,eps_r,90,stepTheta);
% E-phi
% E_dB_phi0 = Ephi(W,f_res,eps_r,0,stepTheta);
E_dB_phi90 = Ephi(W,f_res,eps_r,90,stepTheta);
% hfss
GPP0_HFSSie = csvread('GainPhiPhi0_ie.csv',2,0);
GPP0_HFSSie_t = GPP0_HFSSie(:,1);
GPP0_HFSSie_mag = GPP0_HFSSie(:,2);
GPP90_HFSSie = csvread('GainPhiPhi90_ie.csv',2,0);
GPP90_HFSSie_t = GPP90_HFSSie(:,1);
GPP90_HFSSie_mag = GPP90_HFSSie(:,2);
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GTP0_HFSSie = csvread('GainThetaPhi0_ie.csv',2,0);
GTP0_HFSSie_t = GTP0_HFSSie(:,1);
GTP0_HFSSie_mag = GTP0_HFSSie(:,2);
GTP90_HFSSie = csvread('GainThetaPhi90_ie.csv',2,0);
GTP90_HFSSie_t = GTP90_HFSSie(:,1);
GTP90_HFSSie_mag = GTP90_HFSSie(:,2);
% plot
figure;
plot(Theta,E_dB_theta0,Theta,E_dB_theta90,Theta,E_dB_phi90,...
GPP0_HFSSie_t,GPP0_HFSSie_mag,GPP90_HFSSie_t,GPP90_HFSSie_mag,...
GTP0_HFSSie_t,GTP0_HFSSie_mag,GTP90_HFSSie_t,GTP90_HFSSie_mag)
xlabel('Theta (degrees)'); ylabel('Radiation Intensity (dB)');
legend('Matlab E_\theta(\phi = 0\circ)','Matlab E_\theta(\phi = 90\circ)','Matlab E_\phi (\phi = 90\circ)',...
'HFSS E_\theta(\phi = 0\circ)','HFSS E_\theta(\phi = 90\circ)','HFSS E_\phi(\phi = 0\circ)','HFSS E_\phi(\phi =
90\circ)',...
'Location','eastoutside')
title('Radiation Intensity of the Improved Antenna (\epsilon_r = 2.33)');
axis([0 180 -50 10]);

12.5: BW_byhand.m
% values for BW measured using markers in the Return Loss plots in HFSS
clear;
h = 0.15:0.1:0.45;
BW_H = [15.4 23.8 31.7 35.8];
figure;
plot(h,BW_H);
xlabel('Substrate Thickness (cm)'); ylabel('Bandwidth (MHz)');
title('Bandwidth for Variable Substrate Thickness');
axis([0.15 0.45 15 40]);
Lf = 0.602:0.1:1.102;
BW_LF = [9.1 13.7 15.9 16.2 13.8 6.5];
figure;
plot(Lf, BW_LF);
xlabel('Probe Feed Length (cm)'); ylabel('Bandwidth (MHz)');
title('Bandwidth for Variable Probe Feed Length');
axis([0.6 1.11 6 18]);
W = 3.94:0.3:7.54;
BW_W = [6.9 10.9 12.9 14.2 15 15.1 15.2 14.8 14.4 13.4 12.3 10.7 8.6];
figure;
plot(W,BW_W);
xlabel('Patch Width (cm)'); ylabel('Bandwidth (MHz)');
title('Bandwidth for Variable Patch Width');
axis([3.9 7.6 6 18]);
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